Credits: director, Jobic Wong; writers, Bobby Ming, Jobic Wong.
Cast: Sam Jones, Christopher Doyle, Bobby Ming, Craig Scott Galper.
Summary: War film set in South Vietnam in 1972. During the Paris peace talks, the U.S. Army recruits a group of South Vietnamese to drive ammunition trucks. This unlikely group is trained by Lt. Gordon as soldiers in just three weeks and sent off in a convoy which is captured by the Viet Cong. They are rescued by their leader, Tony. Tony then goes off to look for Rick, another of his men who is missing in action. Tony and his men infiltrate the the Viet Cong stronghold but are captured. Lt. Gordon comes to their rescue. One of the most ludicrous low-budget Vietnam war films with action and characters straight out of comic books. The South Vietnamese are inept, the Viet Cong are treacherous and bloodthirsty, and the Americans are manipulative.